Templates...

Begonia templates
(shown actual size)

Bell flower templates
(shown actual size)

Grape leaves templates
(shown actual size)
Pansy templates
(shown actual size)

Shape A
A1
A2
A3
A4

Shape AR
AR1
AR2
AR3
AR4

Shape B
B1
B2
B3
B4

Shape BR
B1
B2
B3
B4

Passion Flower templates
(shown actual size)

Reverse appliqué flower

Gathering lines

Rosebud template
(shown actual size)
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Rose templates
(shown actual size)

Petal 1
Petal 2
Petal 3
Petal 4
Petal 5
Petal 6
Petal 7
Petal 8
Petal 9

Leaves

Fold line

Rose centre

Rose Pattern A

Rose Pattern B
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SINGLE LEAVES

Enlarge these leaf templates to the size required

Foxglove leaves

Rose leaves

Bell flower and pansy leaves

Begonia and marigold leaves

Fuchsia and primrose leaves

GROUPED LEAVES

Enlarge these templates to the size required

Leaf A

Leaf B

Leaf C

Leaf D

Centre leaf

Centre leaf

Leaf A

Leaf B

Leaf C

Leaf D
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